Different neural populations appear to be selectively tuned to particular com ponents of the same biological object (e.g. face, eyes, hands, legs), perhaps because the independent articulation of these components gives rise to correlated activity in different sets of input visual features. Generalisation over viewing conditions for a given object can be established by hierarchically pooling outputs of view-condition specific cells with pooling operations dependent on the continuity in experience across viewing conditions. Different object parts are seen together and different views are seen in succession when the observer walks around the object. The view specific coding that characterises the selectivity o f cells in the temporal lobe can be seen as a natural consequence of selective experience of objects from particular vantage points. View specific coding for the face and body also has great utility in understand ing complex social signals, a property that may not be feasible with object-centred processing.
Introduction
Few of the existent models of visual recognition incorporate the range of physiological data now available concerning the higher stages of visual processing. This is due to several reasons. First, particular models have been designed for different purposes, for example, to achieve recognition by any means independent of biological plausibility (e.g. Principle C om ponent Analysis of raw pixel intensity values without further visual processing, Sirovitch and Kirby, 1987; Turk and Pentland, 1991) , or models are designed to account for par ticular psychological and/or neuropsychological observations (W arrington, 1982; Warrington and James, 1986; Weiskrantz and Saunders, 1984) or to explain stages of processing subsequent to visual encoding (e.g. Bruce and Young, 1986) . Second, 0939-5075/98/0700-0518 $ 06.00 © 1998 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen • www.znaturforsch.com. D physiological data on feature sensitivity in higher association cortex of the tem poral lobe (Kobotake and Tanaka, 1994; Tanaka et a l, 1991) and the range of viewing conditions that tem poral lobe cells tolerate while maintaining sensitivity to com plex patterns (Perrett et a l, 1984; 1991; Wachsmuth et a l, 1994; Rolls and Baylis, 1986 ; Tovee et a l, 1994; Logothetis et a l, 1995) has become available only relatively recently. Finally, authors base their models in areas of their own expertise. Physiologists rarely discuss psychological phenom ena and even less frequently do psychologists refer to physiological data.
An account of object recognition is usually char acterised by a statem ent of the nature of the prob lems that any recognition system needs to over come. The major problem is that the system must cope with the change in viewing circumstance over which an object may be encountered. M arr and Nishihara (1978) drew attention to the need to re trieve experiences of an object's properties across different viewing circumstances and pointed out the benefits of having information about experi ences linked to a single description of the object which could be accessed despite changes in per spective view, ambient lighting, part occlusion, size and orientation. Such object descriptions are term ed object-centred representations (M arr and Nishihara, 1978) . Although some accounts still maintain that recognition is independent of view (Biederman, 1987) many recent psychological and computational accounts of recognition utilise multiple viewing condition specific descriptions of the same object (Jolicour, 1992; Poggio and Edelman, 1990; Ullman, 1989; Seibert and Waxman, 1992a, b; Verfraillie, 1992; Logothetis et a l, 1994a, b) . Such descriptions are term ed viewercentred representations. Multiple descriptions of the same object allow invariance in recognition across different views only when these descrip tions are inter-linked or converge hierarchically (Koenderink and van D oorn, 1979; Seibert and Waxman, 1992a, b; Perrett and Oram, 1993; Oram and Perrett, 1994) .
The ability of humans and other animals to cope with changes in viewing conditions has been re viewed elsewhere (e.g. Wachsmuth and Perrett, 1997) . This literature can be summarised as indi cating that, after learning the appearance of an ob ject under one set of conditions, normal animals show only a limited ability to generalise recogni tion of the same object when viewing conditions change. The limitations in ability to generalise are not restricted to change in perspective view as might be surmised from many computational m od els but extend to change in orientation and size. The degree of success in generalisation is of course dependent on task difficulty and the similarity of target and non-target objects.
It is argued here that the problems of object in variance (recognising equivalence across image transformations) are largely side-stepped by the visual system. View, orientation and size generali sation are achieved by the visual system perform ing a separate analysis of the different instances in which an object is experienced. These initially separate analyses generalise to only a limited ex tent across change in image orientation and size. M ore substantial generalisation is achieved through associative learning when the different in stances are seen in temporal succession as a con tinuous transform (Foldiak, 1991) . This allows hi erarchical pooling of the outputs of the early view specific analyses. Generalisation across position, by contrast, appears to be distinct: the visual sys tem seems to achieve position invariance for visual features prior to generalisation over other image transformations.
This article provides an overview of the increase in the complexity of stimulus features required to elicit cell responses along the ventral cortical stream (section 2). We then consider how cells at the higher levels of visual processing generalise across changes in viewing conditions. The response selectivity is interpreted in terms of viewer-centred or object-centred processing. We conclude that processing is predominantly viewer-centred (sec tion 3). The viewer-centred processing allows in terpretation of social and other interactions, an ability that would not be possible using objectcentred processing (section 4). In section 5 we argue that response selectivity to conjunction of features can overcome the "binding problem " for recognition of familiar objects. We continue by ex amining the relationship between an object's intui tive features and feature conjunctions (section 6 ). Some of the arguments used are based, at least in part, on studies of response selectivity to faces and bodies. Examination of psychological and physio logical data suggests that striking similarities exist between processing of faces and processing of other familiar objects (section 7). We end by com paring the presently proposed model with previ ous models (section 8 ) and consideration of the role of neural populations in the representation of objects (section 9).
Ventral Cortical Stream of Visual Processing
Early vision is characterised by neural popula tions detecting visual elements at very localised regions of the image. Areas V4, posterior and an terior inferior temporal cortex (PIT and AIT respectively) form a chain of areas at more ante rior locations and a greater number of synapses from the retinal input (for review see Oram and Perrett, 1994) . As the ventral stream is sampled along this stream of processing, there are system atic changes in stimulus selectivity displayed by cell responses and in the size of the visual space over which cells respond (Tanaka and et al., 1991; Kobatake and Tanaka, 1994) . We briefly review the changes in cell response characteristics along the ventral stream of processing in the following section.
Receptive field size
Receptive field size increases from V I to V2. This trend continues into V4, where the average receptive field areas = 4 degree2, to PIT (16 de gree2) and A IT (150 degree2). Many cells along the V4, PIT and A IT pathway also have receptive fields close to or including the fovea (75% of AIT cells' receptive fields include the fovea). The size of receptive fields presumably increases because cells at higher levels pool the outputs of a number of cells in the preceding area. Pooling that is re stricted to inputs from cells with the same type of feature selectivity would allow the system to m aintain stimulus selectivity while generalising over position. Pooling different types of input would develop sensitivity to more complex pat terns while generalising across position. The selec tion of one type of feature sensitive input by higher level cells can be guided by associative learning mechanisms coupled with exposure to translation of the relevant feature across the local receptive fields of the lower level cells (Foldiak, 1991; Oram and Foldiak, 1996) . Such translation of visual features would occur as the observer makes tracking eye movements or moves through the en vironment.
Increasing complexity o f effective stimuli for ventral stream neurones
In areas V4 and PIT the majority (70%) of cells are sensitive to the primary qualities of the stimuli, such as orientation, size and colour (Kobotake and Tanaka, 1994) . About 5% of cells in these areas code for the texture of stimuli (for example, re quiring a repeating stripe pattern or an array of spots). The most im portant types of cells for un derstanding shape and object recognition are those labelled by Tanaka et al. (1991) as 'Elabo ra te'. These cells are selective for stimulus shape or for shape in addition to other primary qualities. E laborate cells are more frequent in A IT (45%) but are also present in PIT (9%) and even V4 (2% ). Selectivity for elaborate stimulus features may first be defined at local retinal regions within area PIT (Kobotake and Tanaka 1994). The sim plest type of Elaborate cell is selective for a single shape with different cells being most responsive to different shapes. Examples of different cell selectivities include: long and rounded, star shaped, elongated with sharp taper at both ends and circu lar with protruding element. Many Elaborate cells have specific shape requirem ents coupled with specific texture or colour requirem ents (e.g. green star shape or triangular with a spotted texture, Tanaka et al. (1991) ). A further level of complexity is observed for some IT cells that are tuned to the visual characteristics of two image regions. Some Elaborate cells are selective for the specific rela tionships between two shapes (e.g. an opaque cir cle above a clear circle; a light rounded area at the base of a dark egg shape; a dotted brown disk attached to a narrow bar) or two textures (e.g. a horizontal striped area above a separate hori zontal striped area).
Summary o f ventral stream processing
Cortical areas PIT and A IT appear to be coding the 2-D appearance of features in the image in term s of shape, relationships between shapes, tex ture, colour and intensity gradients. The stimulus selectivity of cells in anterior areas becomes pro gressively more complex com pared to cells in pos terior areas (PIT/V4) and show increasing recep-tive field sizes. The IT cortex has a columnar or modular structure, cells within one module tend ing to respond to similar visual features. The visual stimuli activating different modules are not neces sarily equally complex as some modules may con tain cells selective for more complex features than neighbouring modules (Perrett et al., 1984; Harries and Perrett, 1991; Fujita et al., 1992) .
It is not difficult to imagine how the more com plex stimulus requirem ents for neural responses could derive from a combination of outputs from cells with simpler response selectivity. For exam ple, a cell sensitive to a triangular area containing a vertically oriented texture can be seen as com bining inputs specifying triangular shape selectiv ity with other inputs specifying texture sensitivity. Likewise cells displaying elaborate sensitivity for the shape of two areas (e.g. a disk shape and elon gated horizontal bar) can be seen as combining two separate shape descriptions available within IT. The cells displaying Elaborate shape selectivity should not be considered selective for an object concept (e.g. pineapple); instead the cells code simple qualities (green and star shape) which may be present in some objects but not in many others. Selectivity of these IT cells appears high, but not extreme, and the cells will presumably respond to all objects containing the requisite shape features.
Implications fo r m odels o f visual recognition
It is interesting to note that particular IT cells are selective for intersecting edges of specific orientations (e.g. T junctions but not Y junctions nor the right angled components of the T shape, Tanaka et al. (1991) ). The angles of vertices at T and Y junctions have often been considered im portant in artificial intelligence for autom ated classification of geometrical faceted objects (G uz man, 1968) . The sensitivity to the curvature of con vexities in shapes that is exhibited by IT cortical neurones is more specific than might be expected from psychological models of recognition. In the model of Biederman (1987) , a set of 36 3-D shape components or geons are defined only qualita tively; one geon characteristic would be thin at one end, fat in the middle and thin again at the other end. Such qualitative descriptions 'may be suffi cient for distinguishing different classes of object but they are insufficient for distinguishing within a class of objects possessing the same basic com po nents (Saund, 1992; Perrett and Oram, 1993) . For example all birds have beaks which taper grad ually, yet the exact rate of taper and degree of taper may help differentiate closely related bird species. Single cell studies in IT cortex present di rect evidence that shape and curvature are coded within the nervous system more precisely than would be expected from Biederm an's recognition by components model (Tanaka et al., 1991) .
Viewer-Centred and Object-Centred Representations
Within the cortex of AIT, temporal pole (TG), AMTS (A nterior Medial Temporal Sulcus) and STS (Superior Temporal Sulcus), cells have been found which respond selectively to complex stim uli such as faces, hands, bodies (Gross et al., 1972; P errett et al., 1982; 1989; Wachsmuth et al., 1994) and arbitrary visual patterns that have become meaningful as a result of extensive training (e.g. fractal patterns, Miyashita and Chang, 1988; Miyashita et al., 1993;  or wire frame objects, Logothetis et al., 1995). Such cells can exhibit highly selective responses, discriminating between exemplars within one class of objects. For example, some cells may respond to one or a small subset of faces, frac tal patterns or wire frame objects (Perrett et al., 1984; 1989; Miyashita and Chang, 1988; Logothetis et al., 1995) . It is assumed here that Pattern sensi tive cells tuned to specific object types are at a stage of processing beyond the Elaborate feature sensitive cells of IT. Cells selective for unique pat terns of objects are sensitive to specific combina tions or configurations of greater numbers of vis ual com ponent features than Elaborate cells (Perrett et al., 1982; Yamane et al., 1988; Tanaka etal., 1991; Miyashita et al., 1993; Wachsmuth et al., 1994) . In this section we review the sensitiv ity of the Pattern selective cells to changes in view ing conditions.
View
Initial accounts of cells responsive to faces stressed the degree of generalisation across face colour, size, orientation and sub-part. Even during the early studies it was apparent that cells were selective for view and failed to respond to the sight of the face rotated away from the subject by 90 degrees in depth (Perrett et al., 1982) . Subsequent studies revealed that multiple views of the same object (face, left profile, right profile, back of head, face turned up and turned down) excited dif ferent populations of cells (Desimone et al., 1984; Perrett et al., 1984; 1985; 1991) .
Within STS and A IT a small percentage of cells (-5 % ) generalise across view in a way that cannot be attributed to response to a single feature com mon to all views (Perrett et al., 1984; 1985; 1989; 1991; Hasselmo et al., 1989; Logothetis et al., 1995) . We note that the proportion of view-invari ant or object-centred cells may increase in areas that have not yet been studied extensively. Several authors have suggested that generalisation across view could be established through associative learning mechanisms pooling the outputs of view specific descriptions (Poggio and Edelman, 1990; Foldiak, 1991; Seibert and Waxman, 1992a, b; Vet ter et al., 1995; P errett et al., 1984; 1985; Per rett and Oram, 1993; Oram and Perrett, 1994) . There is some evidence for such a hierarchical scheme since view sensitive responses to the sight of the head are shorter in latency than view gene ral responses . While a small percentage of cells show objectcentred response selectivity, the majority of neu rones show strong modulation of response with change in perspective view . The view-point selectivity may vary with object structure, complexity and defining features. For cells sensitive to the sight of the head and body in STS, responses typically decrease to Zi maximal rate with a perspective rotation of 60 degrees from the cells' preferred view . Fig  ure 1 shows the average tuning curve for change in perspective view. Cells which have become tuned to complex wire frame objects as a result of extensive discrimination training, exhibit narrower view tuning with responses decreasing to Zi maxi mal for a 2 0 -4 0 degree rotation of the stimulus object from the cells' preferred view (Logothetis et al., 1995) . This narrow tuning may reflect the difficulty in discrimination of target stimuli from non-targets and the use of features resolvable only with high sensitivity to orientation.
In conclusion, only a small percentage of P attern sensitive cells respond to all views equiva lently. The majority of response selectivity is viewer-centred in that the cells responded to only a limited num ber of views. Viewer-centred re sponse selectivity is also seen for the appearance of learnt objects.
Lighting and contrast
The direction and the strength of ambient light ing have profound effects on the visual appearance of the face and body. U nder very strong illumina tion the shadows cast by a single light source on a 3-D object such as a face alter dramatically with light position relative to the object (above, to the side or underneath). With less strong illumination, the features of the face may fall within one shad owed area, but features may still be visible as low contrast fluctuations within a low intensity (shad owed) facial region. Responses of STS neurones selective for faces are tolerant to changes in stimu lus contrast (Rolls and Baylis, 1986) . The cells also show extensive generalisation across different di rections of strong illumination. Hietanen et al. (1992) com pared responses to faces under normal (front) lighting with responses to faces viewed under unusual lighting (from the top, side and bot tom). H ietanen et al. (1992) found that that many (29%) tested STS cells selective for faces re sponded to all 4 tested directions of lighting. 57% of neurones failed to respond to the optimal view of the head under one or two of the unusual light ing directions but responded equally to the other two or three directions of lighting. The remaining 14% of cells displayed more selective responses and failed to respond to the face in the unusual lighting conditions. Figure 2 shows the population response to the different tested lighting conditions (adapted from Hietanen et al., 1992).
The tolerance for direction of lighting (Hietanen et al., 1992) and changes in input contrast (Rolls and Baylis, 1986 ) may depend on localised lumi nance and contrast normalisation occurring in the retina or lateral geniculate nucleus (e.g. Hubei and Livingstone, 1990) . Luminance and contrast nor malisation would facilitate simultaneous contour extraction across the whole image independent of the associated levels of light or contrast (Watt, 1996) . Thus for lighting conditions and contrast level it appears that STS cells selective for the face and body show object-centred properties.
Object part visibility
A complication to recognition arises when part of an object is occluded from sight. Recognition of the entire pattern from a partial image is term ed 'com pletion'. Cells responsive to faces vary in their generalisation to components of the face. Some cells are responsive to the mouth but not eyes and others show the converse selectivity (Perrett et al., 1982) . One might predict such com po nent sensitivity given the selectivity of some E lab orate cells in IT and V4 to concentric circular features or features found in lips (Fujita et al., 1992) . Most cells respond to many face parts tested in isolation and some cells require all parts of the face to be visible before a response is gener ated (Perrett et al., 1982; Oram and Perrett, 1994) .
We have recently studied the responses of STS neurones to the presentation of single body parts with the rest of the body occluded from sight (Wachsmuth et al., 1994) . A large proportion of the cells responding to the whole body responded to either presentation of the head alone with the body occluded from sight or the body alone with the head occluded from sight (41.5%). A similar proportion (41.5%) responded to one but not a second body part (e.g. responding to the body pre sented alone, but not responding to the head when the body was occluded from sight). The remaining cells in the study (17%) responded only to the sight of the whole body and did not respond to presentation of the body parts when presented in isolation.
The majority of cells (-60% ) showed response selectivity that was not object-centred in the sense that the cells could not be excited from the sight of every particular object part (Wachsmuth et a l, 1994) . This is reflected in the population response magnitudes to the different tested conditions (Fig  ure 3) . A greater population response was found when the whole body was presented than the head when presented in isolation, which in turn pro duced a greater population response than pre sentation of the body with the head occluded from sight.
Orientation
The vast responsive to the pattern of complex objects such as faces and hands appeared to differ between IT and STS; cells in the IT being selective for face and hand orientation (Gross et a l, 1972; Tanaka et a l, 1991) while cells in the STS generalised across orientation (Perrett et a l, 1982; .
Re-exam ination of the cells in the STS respon sive to the face and body indicates that most cells (82% ) are tuned for orientation (Wachsmuth and Perrett, 1995; . The rate of fall of response as the stimulus orientation is changed from optimal varies from cell to cell but on average declines to Zi maximal with a 60 degree orientation change. Different cells are optimally tuned to different orientations. In STS more cells appear tuned for the upright orientation (21/25, 84%) though some are selective for inverted and horizontal orienta tions (W achsmuth and . The same preference for upright orientations of the face is also evident in IT (Tanaka et a l, 1991) . Figure 4 shows the population response in STS to different orientations of the body. Note that while there is clear modulation of the response with orientation, the response to bodies is significantly higher than the response to controls for all tested orientations. Cells in A IT sensitive to other complex objects with trained significance such as wire frame ob jects also exhibit orientation selectivity (Logothetis et a l, 1995). Thus, the majority of cells in the tem poral cortex selective for meaningful patterns (hand, face and body or learned patterns) exhibit sensitivity to orientation in the image plane. Inter estingly the prevalence of orientation sensitivity in STS is slightly lower than that reported for the IT cells tuned to simple and Elaborate features. In IT cortex all cells show orientation selectivity (Tanaka et a l, 1991) . In the STS, 16% of cells re sponsive to faces generalise response to all orien tations in the image plane yet do not respond to other types of object. Cells both tuned to complex patterns such as faces and responsive to all orien tations have not been reported in IT. As IT cortex provides input to the STS, this suggests that there may be a gradual increase in the extent of the object-centred coding in brain areas increasingly dis tal from the retina (Wachsmuth and Perrett, 1997) .
O rientation affects cell responses in the tem po ral cortex in a similar way to perspective view. Most cells are selective for one particular orienta tion or view but there is evidence, at least in STS, that a minority of cells display orientation or view invariant responses. Invariance across orientation could be achieved in an analogous way to that sug gested for view processing (Perrett et al., 1984 (Perrett et al., , 1985 1991; Logothetis, 1994a, b) . Cells re sponsive to all views or all orientations may be established by pooling outputs from viewing con dition (view/orientation) specific cells. To establish this generalisation it may be necessary to experi ence the transition across a range of some orienta tions. This hierarchical account predicts cells re sponsive to all orientations should respond at an increased latency relative to cells that are orienta tion specific.
Size
Cells responsive to Elaborate visual features in IT cortex are sensitive to stimulus size (Ito et al., 1995) . Tuning for size varies across cells, 43% were found responsive over a narrow range of stimulus sizes ('A width < 2 octaves), though some 2 1 % of cells tolerated a 16-fold size change (>4 octaves for response to decrease by half maximal; a change in linear dimension of the stimulus from 6.25% to 1 0 0 %). Studies of cells responsive to faces, hands and whole bodies indicate a range in generalisation over size with some cells tolerating a 1 0 -fold increase in size (Perrett et al., 1982; 1989; Rolls and Baylis, 1986) . O ther cells respond selec tively to a narrow er range of sizes (Wachsmuth and Perrett, 1997; Rolls and Baylis, 1986) . O ur re cent experiments suggest that size tuning for faces and bodies reflects the degree of experience with different retinal sizes. Few cells were found re sponsive to small image sizes of bodies that would not be experienced often (see Fig. 5 ). It is sug gested here that the formation of size general de scriptions of objects (with cells tolerating size change > 2 octaves) may depend on inputs from several size specific descriptions (tolerating size change < 2 octaves) of the same objects.
Tolerance o f stimulus position
Cells within IT show very large receptive fields, invariably incorporating the fovea and extending more than 1 0 -2 0 degrees into the periphery (Gross et al., 1972; . It should be realised that the extent of translation invariance exhibited by cells will depend on the image size of features or patterns used to test receptive fields and the size of the elem ents/patterns for which cells are tuned. One would not expect to find extensive receptive fields when cells are tested with a tiny stimulus since it may only be possible to differentiate these from other stimuli within the high acuity foveal region. Cells with responses selective for more complex patterns, such as faces, also maintain stimulus selectivity across position over the central 5 -1 5 degrees (Perrett et al., 1989; Bruce et al., 1981; Desim one et al., 1984; Tovee et al., 1994) . The contention here is that the generalisation over position for these Pattern selective cells follows naturally from the convergence of Elaborate fea ture selective inputs that are already position tol erant. That is, the position invariance of Pattern sensitive cell responses to one object type is inher ited from the input of Elaborate feature cells which are already position invariant for the ob ject features.
Cells selective for arbitrary patterns with trained significance in anterior and ventral tem po ral areas also show position invariance over central vision (± 5 degrees, Miyashita and Chang, 1988; Logothetis et al., 1995) . Studies of cells in AIT selective for particular views of wire frame objects showed a range of tolerance of position, some cells responding to stimuli reduced in size to Zi of that seen in training and moved to positions ±7 degrees (Logothetis et al., 1995) . O ther cells exhibited more limited response zones restricted to ±2 degrees from the fixation point. Such lim ited receptive fields may reflect several factors. First, all training of the objects took place with presentations restricted to the fixation point. Se cond, the target stimuli are extremely difficult to differentiate from non-targets and discrimination may require features resolvable only with the acu ity of the fovea.
Sensitivity to multiple changes in viewing conditions
In the above sections we reviewed the available data concerning tolerance of cell responses to sin gle image transformations. Neural responses show ing invariance were found for each transform a tion. It is im portant to realise that a simple count of cells need not reflect the nature of the process ing of visual information. The responses of a single cell to a visual stimulus could, in principle, lead to perception.
We have tested cell selectivity to examine whether invariance to one image transform ation is related to the degree of tolerance to other viewing conditions. As expected, in the majority of cases view sensitivity was found. Cells responsive to multiple parts of the same object were additionally view selective responding selectively to com po nent parts from one view (Wachsmuth et al., 1994) . The view sensitivity was equivalent for the whole body and component parts (e.g. the left profile view of the head or the left profile view of the body, but not the right profile view of any body part). View sensitivity was present for cells selec tive for different lighting conditions (H ietanen et al., 1992), size and orientation (Wachsmuth and Perrett, 1995; . There was no clear relation ship between the tolerance shown by a cell's re sponses to one image transform ation and a second transformation. Some view specific cells general ised across orientation, others did not.
Discussion: Viewer-centred response selectivity
We have reviewed the response selectivity of neurones in IT and STS cortices when stimuli were changed to simulate different viewing conditions. It is clear that the majority of cells show strong viewer-centred response characteristics for at least one image transform ation. An object-centred rep resentation has by definition no information about the object's disposition relative to the viewer. It does not seem plausible therefore for the viewercentred response selectivity of temporal cortex cells to be a product of initial object-centred pro- Cells whose response half-height half-width meas ure was less than 90 degrees were defined as narrow tuned. Broad tuning was defined as 90° < half-height half-width < 180°. Cells which responded to all views or orientations o f the head and body at rates more than to control objects were defined as generalising. Image part visibility. Cells that responded to only the whole body and not to the tested parts (head alone and body alone) were defined as narrow tuned. Broad selectivity was as signed to cells which responded to the whole body and one body part but not a second body part presented in isolation. Cells responding to the whole body and both the head and the body when presented in isolation were defined as generalising. Size. Narrow tuning was as signed to cells w hose tolerance was less than 1 octave, broad tuning was assigned to cells responsive to changes in size o f up to 1.3 octaves. Cells with responses tolerant to size changes o f at least 2 octaves were defined as ge neralising. Lighting. Cells which responded to the head in all four tested lighting conditions (normal, from side, above and below ) above response levels to control ob jects were defined as generalising. Cells with responses above control levels to 2 or 3 lighting conditions were defined as broadly tuned. Cells that responded to only one lighting condition were labelled as narrow tuned.
cessing. Indeed the sensitivity to perspective view in temporal cortex is present from within 5 ms of response onset and hence is not an em ergent prop erty of the response, but reflects direct processing of inputs . Figure 6 shows the degree of tolerance shown by cell responses to changes in viewing conditions for cells in the STS selectively responsive to static images of the head and body. View specific codes at the cellular level have been evident for some time (Desimone et al., 1984; Perrett et al., 1982; and such view specificity is now gaining widespread acceptance (Poggio and Edelm an, 1990; Logothetis et al., 1994a ,b) . O rientation spe cific codes are only recently emerging and are po tentially more unexpected given earlier reports (Wachsmuth et al., 1994) . The finding of orienta tion specific coding for upright faces is perhaps not surprising since the face is often seen in this orien tation (Gross et al., 1972; Kendrick and Baldwin, 1987) . For view there is a slight but significant bias towards front views compared with back views (Perrett et al., 1992) whereas for orientation, there appears to be a much stronger bias towards coding of upright compared to inverted orientations. The bias in tuning for the upright orientation and fron tal views may reflect the increased im portance and familiarity of these viewing conditions. The differ ence in orientation and view coding may again re flect experience as inverted orientations may be less frequently encountered than back views.
The width of orientation and view tuning in STS is approximately equivalent (± 60 degrees, Perrett et al., 1991; Wachsmuth and Perrett, 1995) . A sim ilar bandwidth was found for direction of motion tuning . Cells in visual cortex show tuning for bar orientation (±30 degrees); in all cases these tuning widths are approximately 'A of the available range (180 degree range of bar orientation, 360 degree of perspective view and orientation). The constancy of the tuning width value may arise as an optimal solution over which there is competition. The tuning of cell response selectivity in the later stages of processing (e.g. AIT, TG, AMTS, STS) may simply be a product of input characteristics. If cells responsive to faces receive input from Ealborate IT cells the inputs will be orientation tuned with a 60 degree band width. R otation of face images by >60 degrees in the picture plane would eliminate activity in the feature sensitive cells providing the inputs to cells responsive to faces.
To summarise, under M arr and Nishihara's model (1978) , an object-centred representation should be accessible from the sight of isolated parts of an object, and from different views, orien tations and lighting conditions. Many STS neu rones showed object-centred properties with inde pendent responses to separate object parts and responses that were tolerant to changes in lighting conditions. The extent of generalisation for other visual dimensions was, however, more limited than that expected of object-centred models since the majority of cells showed selectivity for view, orien tation and size. Thus the majority of the cells show viewer-centred properties.
Functions of View and Orientation Specific Coding
From the studies described it is evident that there is a wide variety of cells responsive to the face and body. Inform ation relevant to the visual analysis of an individual is thus distributed across a large array of cells each coding particular parts or features and combinations thereof. There ap pears to be a hierarchy within this analysis. At lower levels in this hierarchy, cells may be sensitive to only one facial component, whereas cells at a higher level may combine the outputs of many separate analyses of the appearance of the eyes, head and body each from specific views and orien tations . Indeed to code social signals such as "attention down", information from widely different views (head and body pos tures with specific orientations) needs to converge on individual cells so that they respond to a range of visual signals that have the same conceptual meaning (P errett et al., 1992) .
Pooling the outputs of multiple view and orien tation specific descriptions of the same object es tablishes one description of an object's identity independent of viewing condition but simulta neously throws away information about the spe cific 3-D orientation of the object in question. This act of pooling may characterise ventral cortical processing where identification of object meaning is one of the chief goals of processing (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982) . To guide m otor interaction with the object one can speculate that outputs of orientation and view specific cell descriptions in tem poral cortex would need to reach the dorsal parietal cortical system (Walsh and Perrett, 1994; Carey et a l, 1997). Alternatively orientation and size specific descriptions need to be com puted in dependently in parietal cortex (Sakata et a l, 1995) .
For the head and body, orientation specific cod ing may have additional functional roles in guiding comprehension in social interactions. U nderstand ing where someone else is attending is essential to the life of social primates. Analysis of attention direction requires specification not only of head view but orientation in the picture plane. For ex ample, the sight of a left profile view of an anim al's head tilted up can signify that the animal's atten tion is directed to the viewer's left and somewhere high up. The object of attention in this circum stance could be an aerial predator, or ripe fruit in a tree. By contrast, a view of the left profile with head down could indicate the attention to a good spot for foraging or a snake. Note that by specify ing only the head view (left profile) without speci fication of the orientation (pointing up, level or down), it would be impossible to understand the focus of another's attention or actions. M ore gen erally, in any social activity (be the activity affiliative play or an agonistic encounter), recognition of the precise posture, orientation and movement of the social partn er's face, hands and body is im por tant if the participants are to adjust their own body movements appropriately (Perrett et a l, 1992; P er rett et a l, 1995a; Perrett and Emery, 1996; Oram and Perrett, 1996 ; Carey et a l, 1997).
The Binding Problem
'Illusory conjunctions' occur when features be longing to different objects are falsely attributed to the same object. Consider an array of red squares and blue circles. If an observer claims to see a red circle in such an array, such a claim would be false. The conjunction of redness and cir cular shape would be illusory as the colour and shape features belong to different items in the array.
U nder normal viewing circumstances the visual system does not suffer from illusory conjunctions. The brain thus solves the 'binding problem ' and is able to keep track of which visual attributes (e.g. redness and shape) arise from the same item. How the brain manages to solve the binding problem and avoid illusory conjunctions is a m atter conjec ture.
We have reviewed how receptive field size in creases along the ventral stream. In IT and STS, cells respond to stimuli independent of their posi tion within large receptive fields. We argued that such selectivity could be achieved by the pooling of inputs having smaller receptive fields and show ing response selectivity for the appropriate com ponent parts. This change in two aspects of re sponse selectivity immediately raises the problem of false conjunctions. For example, a cell receiving inputs selective for a horizontal bar and inputs from a second population of cells selective for ver tical bars would respond to T shapes. The same cell would also respond to separate horizontal and vertical bars and to + shapes. One aspect of the binding problem is to determ ine where one fea ture is relative to another feature (see Tables I,  II) . Solution of this problem allows T and + shapes to be interpreted as different shapes even though they have the same com ponent parts. As pre viously suggested, the binding problem may not be as complex for familiar or frequently seen stimuli as it first appears .
Coding conjunctions o f features to overcome the binding problem
Consider a visual stimulus consisting of 6 arbi trary elements, El 1 -6 . If cells exist which are se lective for the elements El 1 through El 6 and at 7 different retinal positions, then these 42 cells can be represented as in Table I. Table I represents position by font and elements of features by let ters. The third column in Table II shows the resul tant activity of an imaginary IT Elaborate cell re ceiving input from the 42 cells of Table la to a variety of stimuli. As can be seen, if the input units have sensitivity to isolated features, the binding problem is severe, with the putative IT cell re sponding to many false conjunctions of the indivi dual elements. While the goal of processing was to detect the stimuli rows 1 -3 of column 1 Table II , the processing arrangem ent gave responses to the non-targets on rows 4-10.
IT Elaborate feature sensitive cells can be selec tive for the presence and relative position of more than one visual item in the image. When the selec- g. body) . The resulting sensitivity to multiple components and their spa tial configuration can be seen to offer a pro gressively improved selectivity amongst patterns. Exactly this type of selectivity would be needed for discriminating members of the same category of objects whether they are words, faces, fractal patterns or wire frame objects. 
Feature conjunction for word and face recognition

There is a simple demonstration that processing may utilise combinations of features and that these features might not be those that first spring to mind. This SeNtEnCe Is NoT tHe EaSiEsT tO rEaD, eVeN tHoUgH iT cOnSiStS Of ThE uSuAl
Summary o f the binding problem and feature conjunction
The thesis advanced here is that in order to de tect complex patterns such as those approximating the face or the eyes, Pattern sensitive cells pool the outputs of a number of Elaborate feature sensitive cells. The pooling operations might superficially appear unable to generate configuration sensitiv ity (i.e. selectivity for the relative position of fea tures within the image). As illustrated, however, the pooling features which are themselves pairs of visual elements can increase sensitivity to pattern configuration.
In essence, the properties of higher level cells selective for complex pattern configurations and capable of generalising over position are produced by combining the outputs of lower level cells tuned to simple configurations. Pattern sensitive cells established in this way will have several re sponse properties; as described they will be selec tive for object type and capable of generalising across stimulus position in the central region of vision. The cells will also display selectivity for im age size, orientation, view and object part. Selec tivity for orientation and size will be inherited di rectly from the Elaborate feature cells which are themselves orientation and size selective. Selectiv ity for object view and part will arise because the features required by input Elaborate cells will be visible only for particular views and parts of the object.
A key aspect of the account presented here is the realisation that a relatively limited list of fea ture requirements automatically produces sensitiv ity for configuration of an object's components. This is because changing the configuration of com ponents automatically removes or diminishes the visibility of some of the required features. In Fig  ure 7 , the Pattern sensitive cells (c )-(d ) fail to re spond to the jumbled faces because displacing the eyes, nose and mouth has the effect of destroying various features that would activate the input Elaborate feature sensitive cells. Therefore, the Pattern cells will fire sub-optimally to rearranged faces because they will no longer receive input from a full set of Elaborate cells. Reduced re sponse to jumbled faces has been described pre viously (Perrett et al., 1982; 1988) . Selectivity for one type of object is also conferred by the list of required Elaborate feature inputs; most other types of object will not contain sufficient of these features to generate false positive activation and spurious recognition.
The configuration of face parts is radically dif ferent between the target and non-target patterns illustrated. Cell sensitivity to more subtle changes in configuration within the same class of object could be achieved in an exactly analogous way. 
Relationship Between Features and Feature Configurations
From the discussion in section 5, it is clear that the Elaborate cells described in IT cortices may not be responsive to only the intuitively obvious features of objects. Indeed, since cells are selective for the relationship between features, aspects of the binding problem can be circumvented and the processing in temporal cortex can resolve different configurations of patterns made up of the same elements . In this section we examine the role of intuitive features of images and their configuration on object recognition. Ac counts of recognition frequently differentiate be tween the role of key features and the role of fea ture configuration. Classes of object where all exemplars have the same parts of features (such as faces) are supposed to be differentiated on the basis of the configuration of component features (e.g. Farah, 1996) . From the outset it should be noted that transformations that affect configura tion necessarily affect the shape of multiple com ponent features and vice versa.
During the rearrangement of the face (see Fig. 7 ) the appearance of some features of the face (nose, mouth and eye) need not be disrupted. There is a tendency to conceive of an object's fea tures as being equivalent to the list of the mini mum number of parts that when combined gener ate the overall appearance of the object. This assumption is explicit in the model of Biederman (1987) 
Are Faces Special?
One might argue that faces are a special case and recognition of other object classes utilise fun damentally different types of neural processing. The issue of whether faces are special has been raised in the contexts of neuropsychology and psychology (Yin, 1969; 1970; Farah, 1996 To find comparable effects of image manipula tions on face and object recognition it may be nec essary to tap the ability of subjects to use the sub tle differences in the configuration of features (Bruce et al., 1991) . This skill is only acquired after a substantial amount of experience in differentiat ing members within the same object class (Carey, 1992 
Similarities to Other Models
Many accounts of recognition acknowledge the importance of component configuration (e.g. geon one to the left of geon 2 and joined at the mid point; Biederman, 1987). Few models, however, address the mechanisms for determining configu ration. Several accounts generate sensitivity to pattern configuration using principal component analysis but these accounts are not designed to be biologically plausible (e.g. Sirovitch and Kirby, 1987) since such approaches subject the entire im age patterns to a global analysis without the initial analysis of localised sub-regions of the image that is apparent in the nervous system.
The process of generating sensitivity to one view of an object from a list of 2-D features independ ent of their position is superficially similar to artifi cial intelligence models employing the 'viewpoint consistency constraint' (Lowe, 1987; Porrill et al., 1988) . In these schemes of recognition, a single allencompassing object description is held in mem ory. This description specifies all the object's edges that will be visible under idealised lighting from any view. To determine whether the target object is present in the image, the procedure is first to hypothesise a given vantage point of the observer. From this view, the exact appearance of the ob ject's edges including their size and orientation is predicted. The ensuing process checks for corre spondence between triplets of edges or features that should be visible from the hypothetical view and the features present in the image. If a given set of three features exist in the image and match the prediction, then the match constitutes a lim ited amount of evidence that the object is present in the image at the hypothesised viewpoint. By performing checks on other triplets of simple fea tures, confidence can accumulate that the hypo thesis is correct. If there is insufficient evidence at the end of the checking process for one view then a new hypothetical view can be chosen and the process repeated.
The process of Lowe (1987) is similar to that suggested above, in that multiple low level fea tures are checked to generate complex pattern se lectivity for one object type from one view. Under the scheme of Lowe (1987) , however, the only rep resentation of the object that is stored is a single 3-D object-centred description of the object's edges relative to one another. From this, the pre cise appearance of the object's edges from all pos sible views can be generated.
Note that to establish the configuration of edges to enable "checking" of an image against a object-centred representation, Lowe's scheme of process ing would seem to require that a temporary viewpoint-dependent representation must be gener ated. We have shown that responses of STS neurones discriminate between input images within 5 ms of response onset and that the re sponse latencies suggest that only feed-forward processing occurs to generate the initial response . Therefore the view selectivity does not seem to arise from some time consuming interplay between object-centred representations and the image using the viewpoint consistency constraint of Lowe (1987) .
The processing within temporal cortex can check for all familiar objects in all the familiar viewing conditions in parallel and in a single pro cessing step because of the separate neural repre sentations for different views of the same object and separate representations for particular image sizes and orientations. The parallel process de pends only on the existence of neural populations tuned to the pattern of different views, orienta tions and sizes of familiar object classes. These populations might seem too numerous for such a scheme to be feasible but economy is achieved be cause each cell population is broadly tuned to view, orientation and size and populations are only dedicated to object classes that are important to the observer. Parallel processing is conducted in the temporal cortex with an enormous speed ad vantage even if the computing elements are sev eral orders of magnitude slower than the comput ing elements in digital computers running programs with a view-point consistency constraint.
Fukushima's account of recognition is also somewhat similar to the account suggested here in that both utilise a gradual increase in receptive field size coupled with a gradual increase in com plexity of feature sensitivity to generate selectivity for pattern configuration independent of position (Fukushima, 1980) . The configurational selectivity for complex patterns of high level units in Fuku shima's model is a product of sensitivity of low level units with preference for particular features at particular locations. Detecting an A is a product of detecting specific features at specific locations (e.g. a / feature at one retinal region to the left of another region containing a \ feature and below a region containing a A feature). While the recep tive fields of lower level units detecting the fea tures A, / and \ are relatively localised, the recep tive field of the higher level unit detecting A is broader. In Fukushima's scheme an "A " detector that is even more position invariant is made at a higher level by combining the outputs of many "A" detectors with limited fields.
The current proposal can be seen as an exten sion of Fukushima's model in that it uses a greater number of features and more elaborate features than those described for detecting an "A ". More over the present scheme uses cells with large re ceptive fields extending over the entire foveal re gion. Fukushima's model generates sensitivity to pattern configuration over local regions of the im age, and then establishes translation invariance. The processing within temporal cortex described here generates sensitivity to increased feature complexity by combining detectors for different features with large receptive fields.
The example given for detecting the letters is perhaps misleading as letter discrimination can be based on relatively simple features. It would not be advantageous for pattern recognition to utilise cells with large receptive fields and selective for simple features such as an oriented edge. It would not be possible to generate pattern specificity by pooling the outputs of such cells because too many different patterns would possess such simple fea tures. In the case of individual word recognition and text reading, higher level 'features' such as those typical of letters themselves or more impor tantly those typical of letter pairs and commonly occurring letter triplets would be appropriate for recognising words (see Fig. 8 ).
The scheme of using local groupings of features to generate patterns of greater complexity while maintaining the specificity in pattern configuration has a long history (Wicklegren, 1969; McClelland and Rumelhart, 1988) . Wicklegren (1969) noted that words which were to be spoken could be rep resented as sequences of context sensitive pho neme production units, "Wicklephones". The word /kat/ could be represented uniquely by three wicklephones /_ka/, /kat/ and /at_/. Different words may contain the same letters or the same phonemes but they do not contain the same Wicklephones. Given the overlap (local configura tion) in features, such a scheme ensures the pro duction of the correct word and not some spurious word containing the same letters or phonemes in a different combination. Recent neurophysiological studies provide direct support for the notion that complex motor output sequences are generated from the sequential coding of transitions between component movements (Tanji, 1996) 
Representation of Objects by Patterns of Neuronal Activity
One objection to the scheme of coding de scribed above is that it depends on neurones in temporal cortex that are selective for the features or overall appearance of each and every familiar object class. To some this may seem an unaccept able return to notions of 'Grandmother' cell cod ing where individual cells in an observer's brain are hypothesised to respond selectively to the ap pearance of particular highly familiar faces (such as the observer's Grandmother The visual pattern that characterises any object is specified at a given moment by a population of light sensitive retinal cones, or by a population of cells in primary visual cortex sensitive to local edges or spatial frequencies. Thus at early stages the pattern of an object is encoded by vast popula tions of cells. The processing which underlies ob ject recognition, however, progresses beyond both retinal cones and edge detectors in primary visual cortex. In the same way, while cells in IT can pro vide an elaborate and extensive description of the features of objects, visual processing and the analysis of feature combinations, shapes and con figurations can progress beyond this level. Cells in IT that are sensitive to feature configuration can easily participate in signalling the presence of many objects.
As each object class or exemplar becomes famil iar and important to an observer then more and more neurones should become tuned to the spe cific features of the object class/exemplar. Feature tuning would be size and orientation specific re flecting the image conditions experienced. Since any novel object will share visual features with other already familiar objects, these features can be utilised initially to differentiate the new object. Biederman (1987) also noted that novel objects can be described by reference to a set of 3-D fea tures or 'geons'. What is suggested here is a set of features thousands of times more numerous than those postulated by Biederman (1987). Moreover, unlike Biederman's account, the features would be universal (across observers) only to the extent that they would be frequently experienced and would be useful for differentiating common object classes. Feature sensitivity would be established through experience and each person's repertoire would be different. Thus the features would be adaptive (Miyashita and Chang, 1988 For each class of object and visual pattern we know well, we may possess cells which are selec tively activated by that object class. To recognise objects such as the daffodil flower, pineapple and schematic drawings of the sun, we may indeed uti lise high level Pattern sensitive cells that are selec tive amongst these alternatives. It is not being sug gested here that there will be only one cell selectively activated by each type of familiar ob ject. Indeed, former proponents of single cell codes (Konorski, 1957; Barlow, 1972; 1985) all ar gued that there would be multiple cells selective for the same object, with the cell numbers depend ing on the object's importance. There may be thousands or millions of cells selective for the same object and any one cell in this population is unlikely to be as efficient as the psychophysical observer at detecting the object's presence (Barlow, 1985).
Summary
This paper has reviewed the development of pattern sensitivity of cells along the ventral corti cal stream of processing. It is evident that the com plexity of trigger features that are required to make cells respond increases progressively along the cortical pathway. At the highest levels of pro cessing, in the temporal cortex, cell populations
